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...Is your building ready?

Local legislation is evolving quickly, with President Biden’s  building performance standard 
for federal government buildings and the National Building Performance Standard Coalition 
launched early in 2022 with nearly 40 members, it is likely more cities will require that owners 
improve their building’s performance. Our clients benefit from Edison Energy’s Policy experts 
working closely with our Energy Optimization team to identify these changes, and help our 
clients to be prepared to efficiently tackle regulatory changes to keep their portfolios in 
compliance to benefit in the following ways:

 
Adhere to local standards

Prioritize efforts based on timing of programs

 
Avoid costly penalties

Assess capital improvements required to adhere to new standards  

Drive towards greater operational efficiency 

New Building 
Performance 
Standards 
are here
and more are coming... 
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Building Performance Standards for existing commercial 
buildings are implemented or considered in the following 
cities and states:
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Some of the programs highlighted provide incentives for early compliance, exemptions based on performance metrics and technical and financial 
assistance to help achieve compliance.

Compliance programs at-a-glance:

Jurisdiction Buildings Included Standards Typical Action Required Compliance Timeline

New York City, NY – Local Law 97 ≥ 25,000 SF 40% reduction by 2030, 80% by 2050 (updated every 5 years) ASHRAE Level 3 Audits 2024

Washington State – Clean 
Building Performance Standard ≥ 50,000 SF 15% below average EUI for building type (updated every 5 years)

ASHRAE Level 2 Audits for 
Early Adopter Incentive 
Program

2029 and every 5 years after

Washington, DC – Building 
Performance Standard

Private owned: 50,000 SF
District Owned: 10,000 SF

Minimum ENERGY STAR score based on building type or EUI if 
ineligible (updated every 6 years) ASHRAE Level 2 Audits

Every 5 years beginning in 
2026 for buildings 50,000 SF 
and above

St. Louis, MO – Ordinance 71132 ≥ 50,000 SF Site EUI target based on building type (updated every 4 years) ASHRAE Level 2 Audits May 2025

Reno, NV – Energy & Water 
Efficiency Program ≥ 30,000 SF Energy targets based on four options (ex: ENERGY STAR Score of 

50 or higher) ASHRAE Level 2 Audits 2028 for private buildings ≥ 
100,000 SF

Philadelphia, PA – Building 
Energy Performance Program 
(Tune-up program only)

≥ 50,000 SF Conduct a Building-Tune Up or demonstrate high performance (ex: 
ENERGY STAR score of 75 or greater) Building Tune-Up 2023 for 70,000-100,000 SF, 

2024 for 50,000-70,000 SF

Boston, MA – Building Emissions 
Reduction and Discolsure 
Ordinance (BERDO) 

≥ 20,000 SF Carbon emissions targets based on building type ASHRAE Level 3 Audits
2025 for buildings ≥ 35,000 SF 
and 2030 for those between 
20,000 – 34,999 SF 

Chula Vista, CA – Building 
Energy Saving Ordinance ≥ 20,000 SF Site ENERGY STAR score or weather normalized site EUI ASHRAE Level 2 Audit and 

Retrocommissioning
2023 for buildings ≥ 50,000 
SF and 2026 for buildings ≥ 
20,000 SF

Montgomery County, MD – 
Building Energy Performance 
Standard 

≥ 25,000 SF Site EUI target based on building type (updated every 4 years) ASHRAE Level 2 Audits 

2024 for buildings ≥ 50,000 
SF, 2026 commercial buildings 
between 25,000-50,000 SF 
and residential buildings ≥ 
250,000

Maryland – Climate Solutions 
Now Act ≥ 35,00 SF Site GHG emissions, must achieve 20% reduction from 2025 levels 20% reduction by 2030, net-

zero by 2040

Colorado State – Building Energy 
Performance Standard ≥ 50,000 SF Performance target options (ex: ENERGY STAR Score of 75 or 

higher or EUI reduction) ASHRAE Level 2 Audits 2026 (Demonstrate proof of 
compliance by June 1, 2027)

Denver, CO – Bill 21-1310 ≥ 25,000 SF Weather Normalized Site EUI by occupancy type ASHRAE Level 2 Audits
Interim targets for 2024 
and 2027, final performance 
standard in 2030
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How Edison Energy can help:

Not sure where to begin? Edison Energy’s team evaluates legislative proposals 
and rulemakings on mandatory building performance standards to notify 
our clients of future compliance requirements. Our team of industry leading 
professionals can support impact analysis, strategy development, and building 

tune-up analyses and services for your building, as a standalone effort or part of a broader 
efficiency program. 

Having worked directly with local governments on both developing and implementing energy 
efficiency legislation, our team is able to bring experience and knowledge to craft a program that 
supports your goals. Coupled with Approved Tune-Up Specialists and hands-on NEBB Certified 
testing, our focus is ensuring you not only garner compliance, but achieve overarching cost, 
energy, and sustainability goals.

Several clients are facing millions in penalties, but have turned to our team to identify and 
prioritize opportunities that would bring them into compliance and avoid the significant fees while 
also identifying energy savings, carbon reductions and an ROI on their investment.

Staffed with highly tenured professionals from the energy engineering and project development 
fields, our team members possess the necessary accreditations and technical wherewithal to 
assist you in garnering compliance through a tailored approach of assessment, analysis, and 
optimization. We are fully committed to working with the building operations staff to efficiently 
integrate specific building performance standards processes into normal building operations 
while ensuring your systems function as intended while operating at peak efficiency. 

:

Edison Energy provides independent, global 
advisory solutions to help large corporate, 
industrial, and institutional clients better 
understand and navigate the choices and risks 
of managing energy. Through an integrated 
portfolio approach, Edison Energy enables 
decision-makers in organizations to deliver 
on their strategic, financial and sustainability 
goals.

Providing a suite of specialized services 
across analytics, renewables & sustainability, 
supply, and demand, Edison Energy addresses 
the three biggest challenges in energy today: 
cost, carbon, and complex choices.

To learn more, visit our website: 
www.EdisonEnergy.com

Get in touch

To learn more about ways you can reach 
full compliance under various building 
performance standards, save energy, and 
reduce your buildings’ Scope 1 greenhouse 
gas emissions, please contact Keith Rinaldi:

Keith.Rinadli@EdisonEnergy.com

Our Credentials:

Involved in +425 MW of 
distributed, commercial solar and 
wind installations

Owner’s representative & feasibility 
services executed for +1 GW of distributed 
utility scale solar and wind projects

 
Managed $5B+ in energy spend

Successfully advised on + 7 GW of clean 
power generation


